Rectifications proposed to the Schedules to the General Agreement are listed in document GATT/CP.6/4. Rectifications have also been proposed to Geneva and Torquay Schedules XIX (United Kingdom). These are annexed and one copy of the explanation is distributed with this document to each contracting party and acceding government.

In preparing the Sixth Protocol of Rectifications delegations may wish to consider what procedure would be suitable for certain other changes to the Schedules which have become effective but have not been incorporated in a formal document. These are modifications which have come into force either through the usual procedure of communication with the contracting parties or through a Decision of the Contracting Parties. Since these modifications have become effective it might be appropriate formally to amend the Schedules by including these changes in the Sixth Protocol of Rectifications. The alterations mentioned are set forth in the second annex to this document.
1. Rectifications to the Geneva and Torquay Schedules of the United Kingdom

SCHEDULE XIX - UNITED KINGDOM

(Geneva)
Rectifications to this schedule are authentic only in the English language

Section A. Metropolitan Territories

Part I - Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

Item 6 - "Eastern tissues - not dyed or printed"
In the Rate of Duty Column, the words "per cent" shall be deleted.

Item 6 - "Other tissues"
Above the last subheading "In other cases" insert further subheading "Wholly or in part discharged (continued):-".

Item 3 XIV(1)(vii)
The description shall read:
"Borax (refined) other than R Grade sodium tetraborate"

Item 3 XV(3)(ii)(b)
The description shall read:
"Elastic goods, the following:
Material consisting of rubber sheeting or synthetic rubber sheeting with a textile backing, not made up"

Item Ex 3X(2)(x)(b)
The tariff item number shall read:
"3 XVII (2) (i) (a)"
SCHEDULE XIX - UNITED KINGDOM
(Torquay)
Rectifications to this schedule are authentic only in the English language

Section A. Metropolitan Territories

Part I - Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

Item 5 - Gauges and measuring instruments etc.
Item "Standard or reference gauges" etc. shall read as follows:

"Standard or reference gauges -
External -
Calliper or snap
Ring -
plain or cylindrical
screw
taper

Internal -
Plug -
cylindrical
screw
taper
End point gauges
Block gauges or slip gauges or reference discs
End measuring rods
Straight edges
Surface plates

Item 90 - 16 (new nomenclature version)
Items "Gauges and measuring instruments etc." shall read as follows:

"Standard or reference gauges -
External -
Calliper or snap
Ring -
plain or cylindrical
screw
taper
Internal -
Plug -
cylindrical
screw
taper
End point gauges
Block gauges or slip gauges or reference discs
End measuring rods
Straight edges
Surface plates

Item 3 VIII(5)
The tariff item number shall read:
"3 VIII(6)"
ANNEX 2

Modifications to Geneva Schedule II (Benelux), Annecy Schedules XXII (Denmark) and XXVII (Italy) and to Torquay Schedule XX (United States).

1. Modifications made effective by Decision of December 1950

SCHEDULE II. BELGIUM - LUXEMBOURG - NETHERLANDS

Section A - Metropolitan Territories

Rectifications to Section A are authentic only in the French language

PART I - Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

Item 68

The rates of the Netherlands monopoly duty, "f.4.-" and "f.1.-", in the "Note 1" to this item shall read:

"f.5.02" and "f.1.26"

Item 70

The rate of the Netherlands monopoly duty, "f.2.-", in the Note to sub-item "a" shall read:

"f.2.51"

The rate of the Netherlands monopoly duty, "f.1.50", in the Note to sub-item "b" shall read:

"f.1.88"

Item ex 74

The rate of the Netherlands monopoly duty, "f.2.-", in the Note to this item shall read:

"f.2.51"

Item 84

The rate of the Netherlands monopoly duty, "f.15.-", in the Note to sub-item "b" shall read:

"f.18.83"
Item 123
The rate of duty in the third column to sub-item "e", "f.15.13", shall read:
"f.19.78"

Item 124
The supplementary duty in Note 1 to sub-item "a", "f.0.70", shall read:
"f.0.89"

Item 125
The rate of duty in the third column to sub-item "b", "f.100.74", shall read:
"f.125.55"

Item 154
The rate of duty "f.254.24" in the third column shall read:
"f.319.20"

Item 155
The rates of duty "f.121.07" and "f.151.33" in the third column shall read:
"f.152.78" and "f.190.78"

Item 165
The rate of the Netherlands monopoly duty in the Note to this item "f.2.51" shall read:
"f.2.51"

Item 206
The duty "f.1.82" in the Note (a) to the sub-item "ex b 3" shall read:
"f.2.28"

Item 294
The rates of duty in the third column to this item, "f.2.78" (3x) and "f.0.10" (3x), shall read:
"f.2.51" and "f.0.13"

Item 661
The rate of duty, "f.0.61" (2x), in the third column shall read:
"f.0.76"
Item 662

The rate of duty, "f.1.21" (2x), in the third column shall read: "f.1.52".

2. Modifications made effective by postal Consultation with the Contracting Parties (GATT/CP/51)

SCHEDULE XXII - DENMARK

Rectifications to this Schedule are authentic only in the English language

PART I - Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

Item ex 8 (the first)

The description shall read as follows:

"Natrium siliciofluoratum, formalin, formaldehyde, nicotine, pyrethrum - in casks etc. ammonia without water (in liquid form)"

Item ex 8 (the second)

The description shall read as follows:

"Ammoniumbicarbonate in casks, rennet, formic acid."

3. Modifications made effective by postal Consultation with the Contracting Parties (GATT/CP/46/Add.1)

SCHEDULE XXVII - ITALY

Rectifications to this Schedule are authentic only in the French language

PART I - Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

Item 466 (a)

The description shall read as follows:

"1) Natural sodium nitrate containing not more than 16.23 per cent of nitrogen

Natural sodium nitrate containing not more than 16.23 per cent of nitrogen is admitted free of duty within the limits of an annual quota of 500,000 quintals from all countries, under regulations and conditions to be established by the Minister of Finance."
4. Modifications made effective by postal Consultation with the Contracting Parties (GATT/CP/122/Add.1)

SCHEDULE XX - UNITED STATES

Rectifications to this Schedule are authentic only in the English language

PART I - Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

Item 1530 (c)

The first sub-description shall read as follows:

"Made from goat, kid, lamb, or sheep skins (except chamois, garment, and glove leather)"